Abstract
Introduction
In the present era of technology high speed development, the image information in people's work, study and play an increasingly important role in the life. But actually obtain the image in the collection, transmission, receiving and processing of the inevitable exist in the process of the external interference and internal interference, such as photoelectric conversion sensor sensitivity is not uniform, the quantization noise of digital process, in the process of transmission error, etc., there will be a certain amount of noise. How to remove the noise, we get the original image is an important issue in image processing.
People according to the characteristics of the actual images, the statistical characteristic of noise and spectrum distribution characteristics, there are many methods of image denoising is studied in this paper. Many ways, the most direct approach is the low pass filter method, because according to noise belongs to the high frequency component, most of the signal belongs to the low frequency component. So many of the methods were adopted or low pass filtering method is of low pass filtering method to a certain degree of improvement. However, a low-pass filter to eliminate the noise at the same time, also will be a useful part in eliminating signal at high frequency. Therefore, how to get a better balance to remove the noise and retain the high frequency information, ~ straight is the difficulty and hotspot in the research of the scientist.
With a "mathematical microscope" of wavelet because of its time-frequency local features and advantages of multi-resolution analysis, make its constantly in all fields reveal hilf, radius and the growing expansion. So far, its application has many areas around the image processing aspects: image noise reduction, image enhancement, image segmentation, digital watermarking, image reconstruction and image compression coding, etc.
Image denoising problems has been a widely discussed problem in signal processing, image will be different level noise pollution due to reality, in order to improve the SNR of image, highlight the desired features of images, in order to a higher level of processing, the image noise reduction processing is necessary and inevitable. Wavelet analysis of the
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC characteristic of the time window and frequency window can change features with the features of multi-resolution analysis can effectively separate signal and noise, is nearly 10 years developed a kind of image denoising methods. Wavelet noise reduction method of success to the low quantity, wavelet sparse distribution of wavelet coefficient reduces the image information quantity; Multi-resolution analysis, can set a different threshold for different scale, can very good deal with discontinuous points and singular points, etc.; To relevance, wavelet transform to signal correlation processing, such as satisfy gaussian noise in wavelet domain, convenient to remove noise; Choose base flexibility, flexible and the generating function of the selection of wavelet transform, the different situation of different processing.
Image data tend to have a variety of information redundancy, such as redundant quantity and visual redundancy, structural redundancy, etc. If the data quantity is large, or require transmission speed, image compression has played a vital role. The purpose of digital image compression is to minimize the amount of data to express the image, but also guarantee the image quality. In the case of high compression ratio, compression image would inevitably lose detail information, different compression technology can produce different types of coding distortion. Wavelet transform has the multi-resolution analysis characteristic of natural and efficient quantitative strategies, such as wavelet zerotree quantization [1] ; Can better adapt to the time domain of wavelet coefficient of locality; These features make the wavelet transform has been widely applied in image compression. Applications, the wavelet transform coding at low bit rates, quality of compressed image is superior to the traditional DCT (discrete cosine transform) encoding.
Image data in the acquisition, distribution, transmission and receiving, output, copying process there will be noise, lower the quality of the image. Sometimes to compress image processing, image compression, also will reduce the quality of the image. At this time all need to enhance the image, the image emerged: interested in part of traditional image enhancement algorithms, such as high-pass filtering, histogram mean quantization method in improving image contrast and enhancing of the detail of the image at the same time also magnifies the noise. Image enhancement based on wavelet analysis, the feature of wavelet multi-resolution analysis, in the process, the high frequency adopting gradually the temporal and spatial step length, can enhance the high frequency component or weaken the low frequency components [2] .
Digital watermarking is in recent years, along with the rising popularity of the Internet, multimedia information exchange reached unprecedented depth and breadth, but works infringement is easy with tamper with the more convenient also, under this background, the technology of digital products copyright protection [3] . This technology is currently is a hot spot in scientific research. Digital watermarking is mainly to prove that, perceptual, robustness and other features. The research direction of digital watermark embedding and extraction mainly is the spatial domain watermark, transform domain algorithm, compressed domain algorithm, NEC (NEC laboratories Cox and others) algorithm. Because the wavelet analysis of the wavelet base selection and time-frequency locality, academics have applied wavelet analysis in sub image watermarking technology, and got good results.
Methods such as simple image fusion algorithm has weakened the details of image, reduces the contrast of the image, to a certain extent, made in the image edge blur, in most applications fusion effect is satisfactory. Based on wavelet multi-scale feature of image fusion technology research and application is very popular with people, and the three representative fusion algorithm of wavelet transform, the standard wavelet fusion algorithm, based on the sampling of discrete wavelet transform fusion algorithm [4] , based on dual tree complex wavelet transform fusion algorithm.
Wavelet analysis is nearly 15 years developed a kind of new method of time-frequency analysis [5] . Wavelet analysis by I.D aubechies, al-qeada rossman and Y.M eyer et groundwork has been developed rapidly and the 70 s, al-qeada rossman and Y.M eyer and
Related Work
Introduce wavelet, we can't pass Fourier transform, Fourier transform is more familiar to everyone, Fourier transform is a kind of global transformation, can signal in time domain and frequency domain respectively to observe, but cannot be analyzed signal time-frequency local features, performance in know signal don't know when the time domain waveform of the signal of any frequency domain information, the same frequency characteristic of signals, don't know any time signal characteristics. Such Fourier transform in the signal processing is a basic contradiction, namely the time domain and frequency domain localization of contradictions. However, in practical applications, the signal only from the view of time domain or frequency domain analysis is not enough, especially for non-stationary signal processing, such as sudden transformation, signal instantaneous transformation point, signal the beginning of the end, and so on and so forth, determined by the Fourier transform of time domain and frequency domain are not enough. In order to solve this problem, people put forward many methods, one of the most effective for Fourier transform on the basis of the proposed method of short time Fourier transform (STFT). In simple terms is a short time Fourier transform (STFT) : assume that based on the analysis of non-stationary signal window function g (t) in a short time interval is smooth, mobile analysis window function g (t), the f (t) g (t-s) in different within finite time width is stationary signal, and the power spectrum of different time is calculated. But using the short time Fourier transform (STFT) fixed time window function, although there has been a great progress, but still defects and deficiencies in signal analysis [7] .
Then wavelet transform theory is put forward, it is ~ kind of signal time scale analysis method, the performance in time domain and frequency domain can be the ability of denoting local signal characteristics. The resolution analysis characteristics, realizing the adjustment scale changes from big to small, observe the target at each scale.
Wavelet transform has four important features: the time-frequency localization characteristics, multi-resolution characteristics, the characteristics and the diversity of the wavelet base selection. According to the different characteristics and small potter fusion, has formed three major kinds of noise reduction method based on wavelet analysis: threshold de-noising method (threshold shrinkage method), correlation noise reduction method, the modulus maxima de-noising method.
（1）Threshold denoising method
In early 90, after the Mallat modulus maxima de-noising method is proposed, Donoho et al proposed threshold de-noising method based on wavelet transform. After a lot of people to continuously improve. This article is in front of a lot of improvement method, on the basis of a new improved method is proposed. Until now, the threshold denoising method has become the most widely used is the most effective method for image denoising. The process for the noise signal after wavelet decomposition, select the appropriate threshold, retains the wavelet coefficient of signal, and make the most noise
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Copyright ⓒ 2015 SERSC wavelet coefficients to zero. The classical threshold de-noising method (soft threshold method) can be divided into three steps [8] : 1. Signal decomposition. Choose a wavelet generating function and to determine the layer number of wavelet decomposition of N, and then the signal wavelet decomposition for N layer; 2. To deal with wavelet decomposition coefficient. High frequency coefficient of shrinkage of the 1 ~ N layer processing, to keep low frequency coefficient, after processing of wavelet coefficient. This step is the key problem is to choose the size of the threshold and threshold shrinkage method. 3. Use after processing the wavelet coefficients of signal reconstruction, after de-noising signals. 4. Proven by practice, threshold de-noising method is suitable for the high signal noise ratio (SNR).
(2) Based on wavelet transform correlation of noise reduction
Wavelet transform image correlation is mainly divided into three categories: the correlation of scale, dimension asked correlation and at the same time, considering the correlation between scale and scale. Scale the relevance of performance in the same subband of wavelet coefficient has gathered properties; The correlation between scale of different scales in the same direction there is a correlation between wavelet coefficients: ask at the same time considering the scale and scale coefficient of correlation can be through the establishment of contains coefficient, coefficient and adjacent coefficients of function to measure.
Of the multi-dimension relevance was applied more widely, its based on wavelet transform coefficients of signal and noise in different scales of features, according to the relevant characteristics of adjacent scale wavelet coefficient, specify different criteria, according to the criterion of wavelet coefficients for processing. Signal wavelet transform coefficient on different scales with different propagation characteristics, for the signal, the wavelet coefficient has a strong correlation, and for the noise, the correlation of wavelet coefficients is very weak.
Related denoising by comparing is the most important link in the normalized correlation coefficient and the size of the absolute value of wavelet coefficient to extract the signal of edge information. Because the normalized correlation coefficient and wavelet coefficients with the same energy, so after compare the two remaining is noise, after many iterations, the energy of the wavelet coefficients below a certain threshold, then think signal has been completely extracted.
Correlation denoising specific steps [9] : 1. The wavelet decomposition function called for signal decomposition, get approximation coefficients and detail coefficients b; 2. The initialize all the correlation coefficient and regularization correlation coefficient; 3. The estimated noise threshold, and to extract the edge information of each layer; 4. Call the wavelet reconstruction function to reconstruct the signal, after denoising signal. Relevant denoising method is not applicable to high signal noise ratio (SNR), use this kind of situation, there will be not indeed improve signal-to-noise ratio. noise Lipschitz index, remove the noise generated by the wavelet transform maximum, to reconstruct the useful signal. In this algorithm, the wavelet transform coefficients in different scales have different pattern: a > 0, the wavelet transform coefficients increase with the increase of scale; a < o, the wavelet transform coefficient decreased with the increase of the scale. Commonly used signal of Lipschitz index greater than zero, and white noise Lipschitz index a = a 1/2 -s, (s) > 0, so according to the different scales of the wavelet transform modulus maxima of change law of signal and noise separation, realize the denoising.
The Wavelet Threshold Algorithm Improved Model
Define f(x) as the measured signal, ( ) ( ) ( ) f x s x n x 
(1) In which, f(x) is the signal with noise, s(x) is the original signal， n(x) is the Gauss noise.
f(x) is wavelet decomposed in each scale, on the scale of the wavelet coefficients are processed by threshold functions, the final will be processing the wavelet coefficients obtained using the inverse wavelet transform reconstruction, recovering the useful signal. Selection of threshold function is different, is embodied in different processing of wavelet coefficient of strategy, but the basic idea is to remove small coefficient, the coefficient of the proper "shrinkage" or retained.
As is known to all, the wavelet coefficients of noise is inversely proportional to the decomposition scale, namely, with the increase of wavelet decomposition scale threshold should be gradually reduced. Here we adopts the definition of Donoho [11] 2log( ) / nn  
In which  （noise standard variance）is / 0.6745 MAD   (3) MAD is detail wavelet coefficients of the median, n is the product of signal aspect of pixels.
The current way of threshold value has four kinds: (1) The rigrsure rule: on the basis of the principle of Stein's unbiased likelihood estimation for adaptive worshiping value choice. Its processing results tend to be "reserved" wavelet coefficients, and obtained the optimal threshold value tends to be the ideal threshold.
(2) The sqtwolog rule: in the form of a fixed threshold of 2log( ( )) length x .
(3) The heursure rule: the first two threshold of comprehensive, choose the optimal predictor variable threshold. (4) The mimimaxi rule: fixed threshold selection form, create a minimum mean square deviation of extreme value. It generally rely on the original signal and showed no expression, the tendency of wavelet coefficients, exists in using this threshold denoising effect is often not satisfactory. Threshold value of the most common processing method is Donoho hard threshold and soft threshold method and method of compromise [12] . 
In which, w is threshold, w is wavelet coefficients, 0<a<1，use this method to get the wavelet coefficients in the adjustable range deviation is greater than  , it is called compromise with the deviation is between 0 and  .
Soft and hard threshold method exist some defects in practice: soft threshold continuity on the whole, but after denoising, some of the signal singularity submerged by noise easily, and the image will appear false visual distortion phenomenon such as gibbs effect, soft threshold function is greater than the setting threshold wavelet coefficients for constant bias compression, a direct impact on the reconstructed signal and real signal approximation degree. Hard threshold function is discontinuous at  and - , received signal will generate additional oscillation, and the greater than the threshold of wavelet coefficients do not do processing, which may have residual noise signal. Compromise method in 0 < a < 1, enlarged the range of deviation, experiments show that better denoising effect, but only take the boundary function that can guide a = 1. In fact, math derivation operation, the threshold function is frequently the above three methods have shortcomings.
Because of the soft threshold method after processing of wavelet coefficient is continuous, on this basis, construct new threshold method, satisfy threshold function is continuous and differentiable characteristic, coefficient equations satisfy the following formula [13] 
) na  ， a can be taken as a appropriate value, when a is tend infinitely to 0.5, the function is turned into soft threshold function. Combining threshold estimation function of m and a selection of appropriate values, the highest SNR. Improved threshold method to achieve the threshold value function of continuity, overcomes and discontinuity point of problem, can satisfy the practical application of threshold function derivation operation, to greater than the coefficient of processing, the use of the coefficient of the optional compromise threshold method.
Experiment and Analysis
In order to do data contrast, we have to manually add Lena image noise. Add noise to zero mean gaussian white noise and random noise. To deal with the noise in noise image, we will be calculated after denoising image and PSNR of the image before adding noise, as image of the judging criteria, which are defined as follows [14] M PNSR  (6) For variance among them, as the peak signal-to-noise ratio, PSNR is the most common and most widely used the objective measurement method of the evaluation of image quality, but many experimental results show that PSNR unable to score and the visual quality of the human eye to see completely consistent, likely PSNR high looks worse than PSNR lower instead. This is because the human eye vision for the sensitivity of the error is not absolute, the perceptual result will be influenced by many factors, resulting in changes (for example: the human eye to empty asked low frequency contrast sensitivity difference is higher, the sensitivity of the human eye to brightness contrast difference is relatively high colority, perception of the human eye to a regional results will be affected by the adjacent area around). Therefore, PSNR can only as a measure of image quality standard, the stand or fall of image is correlated with human's subjective feeling. Table 1 and table 2 respectively show the result of polluted Lena image after adding two kinds of noise, with soft and hard threshold and compromise method and improved method proposed in this paper it is concluded that the SNR and PNSR contrast. Can be seen from the table above, the paper puts forward the improved method is better than the soft hard threshold and compromise method denoising effect. The algorithm based on the analysis of the traditional soft in value and hard min value method, on the basis of based on the discrete characteristics of fujian value hard and soft min value of a fixed deviation, and compromise algorithm not conductivity is put forward based on the wavelet coefficients of continuous and differentiable and deviation variable threshold wavelet threshold de-noising method. The algorithm fully advantage of the characteristics of the wavelet transform, analyze the characteristics of the wavelet coefficients are estimated, to fujian and wavelet de-noising algorithm is improved. The experimental results show that the method is simple, small amount of calculation and low time complexity, the denoising effect is good.
Conclusion
Based on wavelet denoising is commonly used in image denoising method, through the analysis in the wavelet threshold denoising to estimate the characteristics of wavelet coefficients, the traditional soft threshold and hard threshold method, on the basis of based on the discrete characteristics of hard threshold and soft threshold fixed deviation, and compromise algorithm not conductivity is put forward based on the wavelet coefficients of continuous and differentiable and variable threshold value deviation of worshiping wavelet denoising method, the experimental results show that the method have good denoising effect, should have good practical value.
